Lean Six Sigma
Green Belt
Price:
£199 per user + GST/VAT
(volume discounts available)
Technology for nontechnology specialists

Understanding IFRS 9 Financial
Instruments
Audit of Treasury

Language Availability:
English

Total Length:
12 hrs across 5
modules + test

Benefits of becomin a Green Belt
Most organizations are probably wondering why it's advisable to utilize Lean Six Sigma. In fact, most of these
companies even ask this question, especially those who are interested in becoming Green or Black Belts. There
are a lot of perks that you could enjoy once you become a Green Belt certified, and we're going to discuss
some of those.
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Strategic Benefits - The financial benefits linked with Lean Six Sigma Green Belt are always well documented.

.

Large US companies, such as Motorola, GE, and Honeywell are just some of the successful corporations posting
great numbers for decades based on Lean Six Sigma projects.
Financial Benefits - Those who have a Green Belt certification could also enjoy the benefits brought by a strategic nature. This
could easily be achieved by taking the trained Green Belt and asking him/her to complete the projects having a strategic
importance, such as solving major problems in the business.The skills that a Green Belt has would enable him to solve
complicated problems in a short amount of time. Aside from putting off the fire, this would also eradicate the root cause,
and prevent it from happening again.
Tyical financal benefits that UK companies deive from Lean Six Sigma are around £50,000 per project.

Customers would be able to enjoy a better form of service, together with better quality and delivery. That's also
the reason why a lot of customers ask most business owners if they utilize the Lean Six Sigma. Being a part of this is
a great way to increase your credibility and attract the customers, making them believe that you'll only offer the
best whether in a form of service or the product you're trying to sell.
People Development Benefits
Having a Green Belt certification would allow you to enjoy a number of benefits given by an organization. Likewise,
it also boosts one's self esteem, because the training involved teaches the members to speak with confidence, suggest new
ideas, and successfully solve the given problems. Aside from that, the trained Green Belts also start to realize the need for
change in the organization, such as helping them understand the problem, in order to eliminate the root cause and
prevent it from happening again.
Competitive Benefits
This could be used in the marketing campaign and sales pitches. Through the implementation of Lean Six Sigma,
you'll be able to improve your performance and outsmart your competitors.
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